


Foreword

Any $oldier who has received rifle marksmanship training in the past 20 years,
and that's just about everyone, has benefited from the products of ARt research,
probably without even being aware of it. This report highlights the many contributions
we have made to marksmanship research since 1977. These contributions have
included the development and evaluation of new training programs, along with a host
of instructional materials for Army trainers. Our scientists have either developed or
evaluated most of the marksmanship simulators and training devices in use today. In
recent years, we have investigated the complex operational and training problems
surrounding night fighting, as well as the relationship between simulator performance
and live-fire qualification scores. Using a software tool developed by ARI, trainers can
now calculate predicted scores for live-fire events based on scores from a number of
different training devices.

Some of our marksmanship research products continue to be used today, two
decades after they were originally developed. ARI products have continued to
influence the design of follow-on training materials by other organizations, as new
weapon systems and equipment have been fielded. Further, ARI has not lost sight of
the marksmanship training challenges the Army will face as it enters the new
millennium. The most significant marksmanship training problems we see ahead are
discussed at the conclusion of this report.

q-/f ;fL--
EDGAR M. JOHNSON
Director
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';', ,~>;;,'ARI h?~,produced a rich history of rifle marksmanship research and related
, : ' ' ",,'rese'archproductsspanning more than two decades. Based on growing concerns that

" ':"'HfI~:;rParksmanshiptraining Wasnot producingqualified marksmenfor U.S.Army units,
",,'

"
,ARI began a, systernaticexamination of basic, advanced, and unit marksmanship

; \traJnillg programs in 1977.1 After developing and implementing a series of improved
"'.'," mc~Jksmanshiptr.aining programs in the early 1980s under the joint sponsorship of the

;-"'~'\" U.S.Army'lnfantiy,~chool (USAIS) and the U.S. Army Forces Command (FORSCOM),2
:', ARI,res~~rCQers ",began, to increasingly focus their attention on issues related to
, ,!marksmaris~ip simulation and training devices.3 With an eye towards supporting the

,,' ",'n~wtr~iningprograms,newdevices and simulators were either evaluated or developed
;r: iri:theA980sand early 1990s. In 1992, ARI research began to address problems
: "associatedwith 'night firing and night operations in general. Over a period of seven

-r .'.
,

~.
- '. .'-

,

years, 'th~' NIGHTFIGHTER program identified the most problematic combat tasks

"

p~r:fQrmed"at nighf and addressed those problems through the conduct of training
""" "experim'ahts arid the development of research products.4
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The marksmanship research featured in this report is generally
presented in chronological order, recognizing that a small amount of

overlap actually existed among some of the individual research projects.
Chapter 1 describes ARI efforts in the area of program development, including the

creation of course materials like paper targets, graphic training aids, and written
guides for both students and instructors. Chapter 2 presents research and product
development work in the areas of marksmanship simulation and training devices.
Chapter 3 highlights marksmanship research and development associated with the
NIGHTFIGHTER program. Finally, Chapter 4 discusses marksmanship problems and
associated research questions the Army will likely face in the first decade of the new
millennium.

Until now, the entirety of ARI research related to rifle marksmanship had never
been summarized in a single publication. Although this report serves that purpose, it
does not describe every single marksmanship research project conducted by ARI.
Rather, it presents only those projects that have made the greatest contributions to the
Army, still exerting their influence in the training of today's soldiers. Readers
interested in a more exhaustive history should consult the references listed at the end
of the report, especially the first four, which are summary reports in their own right.
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" ":::,:,.:Hiflemarksrpanstlip training in the U.S. Army is conducted in three separate,
thOugrconceptual!yrelated phases: Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM), Advanced Rifle,

"';~" ';'-',"
.

"Marksrtu:i'nship(ARM), and:unit rifle marksmanship training.1 BRM training focuses on
,<teact;Hhg ,;colJimonrifle 'marksmanship skills needed by every soldier. All initial entry

",: ,:~ :soldh3rs 'receive\BRMtraining; which is conducted at every Army Training Center (ATC).
.''''':", :'A~lniIT.1urnpertOrmancestandard against stationary personnel targets, measured on a,',

presqrib(3dquC\lification "course of fire, must be met by each soldier. ARM training
,.':;" '<;fo'c,u.~,~st.ori.i11()r~,advanced skills, such as the engagement of moving targets. This
:',..:).,,: ::£fcii~ingjs giveno,o,ly to Light Weapons Infantrymen as part of Infantry One-Station Unit

,"i;" '\~'" Traihing(OSUTr~tFortBenning, GA. Unit marksmanship training has a twofold
., ~;:,:'purpos~~Fir.s(it att~mptsto maintain soldier proficiency in the marksmanship skills

,!:::~cquire.q:d.uring',BRM and ARM. Each soldier must annually meet a minimum
':perforr.nc:ince:staridardon a qualification course of fire. Second, units must selectively

,:'::, develo'p:arldmalntairi other'marksmanshipskills based on the nature of their assigned
;:':rnissi:~n,s\(e.,.~.,q'qiqkfire.!~Crniques for use in urban operations).
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", B.~~i~>~rOblems Ide~tified
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"\,':Fbllowing,,agradual decline in rifle marksmanship performance over several

"
,"'L:'y~ars,t~e average' soldier in the late 1970s could hit only 55 percent of stationary

...
.' ~. .

-
'~. .
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'.
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.

"',,/<,personn,el.targets:fror:n distances between 50m and 300m.s ARI began to tackle this..
':'~pi6b.lerTI', by" defining", ths'rifle defeatable combat threat,6 by examining previous

"m~'rksm~nship:.research/,and by investigating existing and alternative training
p~oct=}dures;'8:9 "-rhes~ initial efforts defined the rifle defeatable threat as being briefly

i':'," ",",' :,: ,,' ,

,Table 1
: exposed. personnel targ~ts,

';
"

',',,', .,':' ""',
d',

"
both stationary and moving,

'.\§";m",a'Y.,o~P~o~lems Ide~tified in BRM Training within a range of 300m. It
" ' "

",," was also clear that BRM
training was not adequately
preparing soldiers to meet
this threat. Through ARl's
participation in and observa-
tion of the BRM programs at
four ATCs, problems were

,identified in four areas of
'.,trCiining.2, 10 These problems
'.are::summarized in Table 1.
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Moving Towards a Solution

Beginning in 1978, a series of field experiments was conducted to evaluate
potential solutions to some of the problems listed in Table 1. Initially, three

different experimental training programs were compared, using airborne soldiers
from a FORSCOM unit preparing for their annual rifle qualification. Soldiers in the
training program that featured greater performance feedback, increased instructor
quality, and increased instructor quantity achieved significantly more hits on a
culminating record fire scenario than other soldiers.11 This training program was
subsequently published by the U.S. Army Marksmanship Unit as a recommended
interim marksmanship training program for FORSCOM units.'2

Two of the major problems identified in BRM were that soldiers didn't understand
the zeroing process and inadequate feedback was provided about shots fired at ranges

.. . ,. . . . ~ . . . . ~
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". ....
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. . I .

'MUUU.. .. . ,.. .. . . .
"'

. . t. . . . . , ...<oru

Yi,~i
,I~~ii~;~~#~~~cii~~~wgel.~S~I.
'."CeEsbUi(b.iri1,f6r:CQ~ntiveJthfee.:ri)1Indshotou' s. Based.on miilutes of an 'Ie,

'<f..J3P~~~~W~~~~t,1~p~~~@iget~~n.,:~~~'~rf~ range.'(i.e;, 300m). 'Thu~~gthe'
)n'eeded'tt)"clJDSfsfunt{ :"bi~shot$'iJithe,4ciri'cirele of the new 25m reroiri 'taretwss':

"T-'?,~~'~;'.,~~;;n;i'.T'fJ~~~1~;:~~~~~'~~t~~f~g~~~()ittJk,:~:fii.e'~~' with '110CrossWiril.. ~~ongh'
te~:~~o$gt¥ge!'~sIJl~:been iedeslgned'byVSAIS personnel to better accommodate the balbstlcsof
e(M16A.2'rlflerliildM4 carbiDefiiiDg riewaxnmUDitloo; an of its instructional features have remained iritact.
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, '}.'( .beyor1d2f)m.Another field experiment addressed these
J'<~"~,>~i',pr6blems,6yev~I;U~~,ingtheeffects of a revised zeroing target and
:,' :i'dovvnrqng~.f~edbacktrairiing on the record fire scores of 2,124 basic

.'":';i';'" :>t(ainees/~<:;::rhe'ibtent pf, the revised zeroing target was to simplify the
:"
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ing it more meaningful to the soldier. Downrange
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,
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f:;::::':,:',;fe~9b,a,cktrfi!ning invoh"-$,d
,,' firing at paper silhouette targets on a modified field fire

',",J.'
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.

"

,:,
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',: ,- -', ,":
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.::"
,,',

'.i,¥f>::,rarge,...~t,7;prn,~ndl?!)rrf'distances. After firing a shot group at each of these targets,
"').sQlciiers\V~I~E)dqoW6rt;ulge and placed spotters in the bullet holes, enabling instructors

",qq,,\9'~';,~iting.!iD~,~d'~~e;~hifhindi~iduals needed additional coaching. ~o~pared with
0': \$,t~Jl.q~rd,!ral/'}I!l~,J~~reYlsedzerolngtarget and downrange feedback trainingeach led

,,'

"

~Jq$i9nifiqal1tincr~ases ihrecordfire scores. As a result, it was decided that these two
...,;.,:;\;,;'Jefit,ires':vi!o.ul~.forrp'~nintegr~lI part of a projected new BRM program for the Army.13
'i~0I,:'~':';:f;.~:'i~(::< i,

'.". ", ""

,,: '
,

,
"::~~',,/,:,~rrip:'t~vedB~MT;~~iningislntrod uced

',:~,":'-: ~"

,,~.",
',: .!~:.')f.J:

:

": :
',0 ":,:,:: ': .' ' '.

,';' ': lricorporatlngpotentialimprovements identified through earlier research, a
~'. .revised BHM'trainir"lgprogram .was developed and subsequently tested in 1979 with

,'l,1§tmaleandfe01alesaldiersat Fort Jackson, SC.14 This program differed in four
,. ,,<,,:..

"
m~jor vyaysJromth~:istandard BAM training existing at that time. First, it used a revised

';":}~¥~:25tn:~er9iQg:ta('ge(that:was~easier to understand.13 Second, scaled 25m silhouette

" '.'targefexertise~<wereintroduced to help increase the overall amount of performance
~:./~.,fee~,b\~ckp'rovidep;15:Specifically, a slow fire target having six scaled silhouettes was
"'\:desigt,l~d 't6'give'Jtainees, additional practice in marksmanship fundamentals prior to
'~:r'field'Jirin'gj,:.Atimad fir~tEirgethaving ten scaled silhouettes was also designed to

'; "" provi~e prapticeiDfhe rapid applicationof marksmanshipfundamentalsprior to practice
'>i'e90rdfir~.'Third,"dowm;angefeedback exercises were used.13 Fourth, instructors
',emphasized a simplified'set of four marksmanship fundamentals: steady position,
" ai~ing~ breathcqrltr()l! and trigger squeeze.

, ,. , ,
. . ,, . . .. ,

.

, ,,',';;Beforethi$.progr~m, was introduced, instructors emphasized over 20 teaching
: poiritS,to soldiers;inGluding eight "steady hold" faCtors. This amount of information was
'too much Jar rTl°st'§oldiers to remember on the firing line and many of these teaching

,,' ,points;,had.littleinfluence.on:whether soldiers hit or missed a target. For example,
',' contrqlledtest firing~with :60 M16A1 rifles drawn at random from the weapons pool at

FOf(!?enningestablished that one of the most emphasized teaching points, sight
. alignment, had little influence on where rounds landed.15 In fact, improper sight

,,:',alighrnentprocedLJl"es werefoundto cause no more than six inches of error at 300m. In.
,,'';'contr.ast, each of the four' marksmanship fundamentals taught in the revised SRM

,;"program was criticaLto soldiersuccess. Failure to properly perform anyone of the four
,'. :VJ()uld likely cause atarget to berf.1issed~ ..' '

, ,. . ,,
.

" ,Soldiers receiving the revised BRM training program at Fort Jackson achieved
,. 'significantly' higher record fire scores than' thq!?ethat 'did not14

".
During a period of

" additional refinement and testing; the r~vised i3RMprogram was ther provided to more
..'" than 8,000 initial entry soldiers at Fort Benning,! with~qual sUcc~ss.; As R'result, the

Assistant Commandant of the USAIS, as proponent for riflemarksrnanship training,

u.s. Army Research Institute 5



officially approved the revised BRM program in 1980. It was
subsequently implemented at all ATCs by 1982. The new training

provided a substantial gain in performance, using only 60 hours of
formal instruction and 386 rounds of ammunition per soldier. Following

implementation, the average soldier could hit almost 75% of stationary personnel
targets between 50m and 300m, compared to only 55% a few years earlier.5

Advanced Training for Infantrymen

Based on observation, participation, and informal instructor interviews, the ARM
training program existing in 1981 was found to have three major problems.16.1First, the
scope of the program was limited, including only automatic fire and night fire training.
Second, this training was largely inappropriate, from both instructional design and
combat realism viewpoints (e.g., soldiers could increase their scores on any automatic
fire scenario by firing in the semi-automatic mode). Third, performance feedback was
severely limited. Although soldiers did fire rounds downrange at night, they could not
see their targets, no scores were kept, and trainees never knew whether or not they hit
any targets. When night vision scopes were available, they were not zeroed to their
rifles.

In order to identify the most important marksmanship skills required of
infantrymen that had not been taught in BRM, an extensive analysis of Army Training
and Evaluation Programs (ARTEPs) for both the Infantry (ARTEP 7-15) and
Mechanized Infantry (ARTEP 71-2) was conducted.'6 From this analysis of the expected
role of small arms in infantry missions, the tasks of quick fire, suppressive fire, and
moving target engagement were identified for inclusion in a revised ARM training
program at Fort Benning. The amount of automatic fire was greatly reduced, target
exposure times were shortened, and some of the automatic firing was performed while
wearing the protective mask. Night fire was improved through the use of artificial
illumination and the use of zeroed night vision scopes.

A revised ARM program consisting of five periods of instruction was implemented
at Fort Benning in 1982. It required 24 hours of formal instruction and 302 rounds of
ammunition per soldier. Compared with the previous ARM program, the revised
program provided more performance feedback to soldiers, through its more extensive
use of paper targets on 25m ranges. The previous ARM program had been conducted
almost exclusively on field fire ranges, which only provide "hit or miss" information about
targets engaged.

6



Moving TargetEngagement

"

Of the five subjects taught in the revised ARM training program,
more' resean::h ,has been devoted to issues surrounding moving target
'engagement than' any" other. This

"
relatively greater emphasis was partly
due to, the fact that <an' ongoing range
modernization, program would soon
enaQie' soldiers to, engage moving
personnel., targets with live fire. Rifle
marksmanship simulators of the era

. were also beginning to feature moving
".
targ~tsfor the first time.

,.'"
",' Previous doctrine (Field Manual

,23-9 of 1974) outlined four different
points of aim for laterally moving
personnel targets. Determining which of
these four lead rOles to use required

,

soldiersto estimatethe rangeand speed
of the target. This approach appeared

'too complex for most soldiers to acquire
with limited training.1 ,In the few seconds
a moving target might be exposed, one
would hav~ to detect the target, estimate its range, estimate its speed, select the proper

,. lead rule from m,emory, and then apply it properly while tracking the target.

In an attempt to simplify these procedures for moving target engagement, nine
different lead rules were subjected to a trigonometric analysis to determine the
theoretical locations of bullet impact with each lead rule.,.16 Various combinations of
target speed, angle of movement, range, front sight post width, and projectile velocity
were examined. A lead rule requiring the shooter to place the trailing edge of the front
sight post at the target's center was found to work fairly well for all targets out to 200m.
The advantage of this lead rule is that it automatically increases one's lead as the range
to the target increases. Later experimentation with soldiers confirmed the theoretical
advantages ofthe single lead rule concept under live fire conditions.17.18

Additional research focused on comparing two methods for engaging laterally
,

moving targets: tracking and trapping.17.19Tracking involves moving the barrel of the rifle
to match the speed and direction of the target, as closely as possible. A lead is
maintained throughout the firing process. In contrast, trapping involves steadily holding
the barrel ahead of the target's anticipated path, and then firing the moment the proper
amount of lead is seen through the sights. In an experiment based on rifle
marksmanship simulator performance, trapping was found to be a better approach for
those with a relatively low level of marksmanship ability, while tracking was found to
work better for those having a relatively high level of ability.'9 This experiment also

U.S. Army Research Institute 7
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suggested trapping may work better for relatively close targets
moving at faster speeds, while tracking may work better for more

distant targets moving at slower speeds. The participants in the
experiment preferred to use the method that gave them better results. Later

experimentation under live fire conditions was inconclusive, though soldiers
preferred to be taught both methods of moving target engagement.17

Unit Training

Unit rifle marksmanship training must consider both
individual and collective firing proficiency.' The

individual portion of the unit marksmanship
program was designed to insure skill retention

and progressive improvement, while the
collective portion of the program focused

on the application of those skills in a
group tactical environment.2o Unit

':
"

marksmanship programs must
~,",-C' - ,'-C-,'--.,;,",;,--=:;;",-.".:f:'-".t:'. "~'--:'

,~
''-~-' l I fl ' I h1!;,::.~:.=::./~:j-::-:=:-~c>:::-':-':::.;:':':~2~"-~=i.J a so be eXlb e, to support t e

particular training environments of
various units.21.22 Because time, facilities, and ammunition available for training vary
among Active and Reserve Component units of the Army, unit training programs must
be responsive to such variation.

Building upon improvements made in the BRM and ARM programs, selected
components of a unit training program were successfully pilot tested in 1981 and 1982
at Fort Bragg, Fort Riley, and Fort Benning.1.2OFollowing a two-day instructor training
program, a 24-hour unit marksmanship program was conducted. On a 25m timed fire
exercise using scaled silhouette targets, substantial increases in performance were
measured after only the first eight hours of training.1

The collective skills portion of unit marksmanship training was less standardized
than the individual firing portion, due to differing mission requirements across units. To
support customization of unit training, ARI developed a Unit Rifle Marksmanship
Training Guide that contained over 40 separate sections on a variety of marksmanship
training activities.21.22It was designed so that individual sections could be selected and
implemented by a unit as its training schedule permitted. It was published by the USAIS
as Field Circular23-11 in 1984.21

Equipment Research

In designing a rifle marksmanship training program, it is essential that both the
positive and negative operational characteristics of the service rifle, as a man-machine
weapon system, be fully understood.1 For this reason, ARI conducted a systematic and
comprehensive equipment research effort concurrent with the early stages of its
program development activities. This equipment research focused on the adequacy of
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M16A1 rifle performance and its implications for
A' \tl1?*sma~shiptraihifJg.1S Findings from this research guided,',

't~e d,~signqfth~ 8.RM, ARM, and unit training programs in several
."lrrlPQrtant;W~Y$;:}In., PCl~icular, they helped to determine which human

"",' ,'p~rlp.rmahqe, variable~ :..»,ere ,crucial to hitting targets and which were not.
!\" Tt1.~Y'alspguid~dth~ es,t~blishment of instructional standards and helped to validate

';:',~~e~'aI,JQ:e~si$rmf1thoaforzeroing at 25m. Later, another research effort examined
"'f~at~res:ofth,eM1,6A2 rifle and described their implications for marksmanship training.23

',' )lfCl!~q pro"icjeclriurrierous recommendations for improving the design of the service
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Training SLJppgrt Products:
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"

:

, : ,"":..', ",::;"..'tThepr'ocess of.implementing new methods of conducting basic, advanced, and
;-.:,

'\Jhinriflemarks,:ma,riship training was an enormous undertaking, involving much more
thansimply,p~ovkJingnew programs of instruction to Army trainers.1 This section

,
highligbts:a:djy~rse'-array ,of, ARI products developed to support the new training

-,

pf()grf3.[y,s arid to help insure the success of the implementation process after we had
", left.Amor~e)(hau~tive listing of these products has been published previously,1 as

,<,hc:fV~'fatipg'~'ofaHpreviouslyexisting marksmanship training support items.20 ARI work
" relat:edtQ ~arksJ:T1~mshiptrainingdevices and simulators is presented in Chapter 2.

.
"

",
"

, , ::',Targets. :ARI designed more than a dozen paper targets to support the new
fv11 E)Atriflemarksrnanship training programs.1 Though not shown to scale, some of

"
,,' them"arepiCturediQthis report. These targets were officiallyadopted by the proponent,

as,signed Nati.Qrial9tock Numbers, and became available to ATCs and all units through
normal supplychClnn~ls'in the mid-1980s. More recently, these targets have been
rn,bdifiedforuse ;,with.the M16A2 rifle and M4 carbine, though most of their instructional
features have changed very little over time.
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Graphic Training Aids. Graphic training aids include items
such as charts, diagrams, posters, slides, and transparencies that

can be used in a classroom or on a firing range. Before the new BRM
program was implemented, ARI provided written and verbal input to

marksmanship instructors and to the Training and Audiovisual Support Center
(TASC) at Fort Benning. This input led to the production of a set of graphic training aids
to support each of the new program's 14 periods of instruction.' Some of the
marksmanship topics taught with graphic training aids were the Four Fundamentals of
Rifle Marksmanship, the Zero Target, Correct Sight Picture, the Effects of Gravity on
Bullets, and Adjusted Point of Aim. Using materials developed at Fort Benning as a
standardized guide, other ATCs were able to produce them locally. A similar process
was used in developing a set of graphic training aids for the ARM program.16

Instructor Training Materials. Two reference guides were developed to provide
training guidance to rifle marksmanship instructors. In addition to providing extensive
consultation to USAIS during its substantial revision of Field Manual 23-9, the Basic
Rifle Marksmanship Trainer's Guide was prepared, evaluated, refined, and then
fielded throughout the Army.24 A more comprehensive reference published as Field
Circular 23-11, the Unit Rifle Marksmanship Training Guide was devoted to both basic
and advanced marksmanship skills, as well as to unit collective training.2'.

22 In
conjunction with U.S. Army Infantry Center Educational Television personnel, a set of
two videotapes were produced to help trainers understand the instructional principles
underlying the new program and to help them develop better diagnostic and coaching
skills.25.26 .

10

...
BASIC RIFLE
MARKSMANSHIP
SHOOTER'S BOOK

BRM Shooter's Book. This pocket-sized
book was developed for use by initial entry
soldiers.27 Its purpose was twofold. First, it
provided each soldier with a handy reference to
read and study, giving ready answers to most
questions that could potentially arise during
each period of BRM instruction. Second, it
allowed soldiers to record their individual
marksmanship performance and progress
during training. Reduced copies of all BRM
paper targets were included so soldiers could
record the locations of their hits and misses.
Scorecards were provided for all periods in
which pop-up targets were used. It was thought
that more effective remedial and reinforcement
training could be given to soldiers when they
had kept accurate records in their shooter's
book.27



Hi'"Moying Target Engagement Training Aids. The
'tAid"tdlmprov~q,'MCiIksmanship (AIM) book was developed by
AR,!t,oteact"r.an?reinforqe aiming skills, particularly adjusted aiming

',,:,,:t"f',pibfs;fo~~;q,pvingt~rget~Cind for the effects of wind and gravity. The AIM
:L:~t>'~90~:;consi~tsof'multiplesets,ofparallel photographic targets, each set printed
Jf::~{:,()n}~,e~par~t~P?~~Siotb~,book.The right hand target in each set is covered by a flap..

'r'~::t:;:~,;i;:'<'1::>:,::r '.:;':,' :.', '::':':::::;';::':} ,', .. Soldiers position a clear plastic.
.
',',::,: , ." ",.

"'"
oc" .'"

...,,
"':,

, ',..
sheet, on which a replica of the

" rifle's front and rear sights is
superimposed, over the left hand
target. After deciding the best
point of aim to use for that target,
the soldier lifts the flap over the
right hand target. This exposes a
dot on the right side of the plastic
sheet, showing where a bullet
would have theoretically impacted
with the aiming point chosen.

"

.
".

,
'.

. ,,

.

". ..'...,..';"\ :,T~e,Qry',Fi~~'Mqving Target Engagement Trainer (DRY MOVER) was developed

'.,tq,,teachsqldi,ershowtosmoothly track and lead moving targets prior to live firing. This
';,PP(t~bW:,~.nd r~l~ti\,'~Wiriexpensive device consists of two scaled three-dimensional

tClrgets,eacQsit~Cite.dinJrontofa curved shield and mounted at the end of an aluminum
rod.TheJPpi$.:s~iited:6n a rotating shaft driven by a variable speed, reversible AC
111

'

otar. As manyas15 soldiers can be arranged in a semi-circle (5m radius) around the
°, .::

"-,

,I :..
:" ", '-:,' ;,:', "',

...:
':',.;, ,"

':.'deVice during tra.ining. ".' Target exposure times can be controlled by changing the
positionof~hetarg~tsrelative to the curved

';shields.D~pendihg'on, the rod's direction of
rotatlon,targets' are seen as, moving from
righfto . left (c:lo,ckwise) or left to right
(colHlte(clockwi$e);Two DRY MOVERs were

'.:fabricated by theJASCat Fort. Benning to
'~;~uPPQrt ttienew::' ARM, training. program

;,(TASCN6. TAD-239)., . ..' . "
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SHOT SCORE
1 0
2 3
3 5
4 1-RIC.H.
5 0
6 3
7' CJ.RIC.M.
8 0
9 0

10
TOTAL 12

',"~hapter~, .'

"'Tr~i.nin~ ~~vices and Simulation

,

"'.

,." f-RI haf?lopg r~cognized the difficultyof providing precise and timely performance
JeedhacktQsoldiers in rifle marksmanship training. To partially address this problem,

..' ARlp~gan to investigate the potential benefits of a variety of marksmanship training
,,',ci~Yi.c.~s1,aq(fsif11ulatorsin,the early 1980s. Since that time ARI research efforts have
.

.. focused "largely' on'five training systems: the Superdart projectile location system
,'; .. (Australasicln Trainif"ig Aids), Weaponeer (Spartanics), Multipurpose Arcade Combat.

',.'..;':~.SiJ:n;ulator (ARI), Engf:igement Skills Trainer (Firearms Training Systems), and Laser
.,f

.,'M?rk$r11anship Training System (BeamHit). To various extents, these five systems
,,:', ,'co~~iqu.eto playa role in Army marksmanship training programs today.

.
Superdart prOjectile Location System

When positioned at the base of a target on a live firing range, the Superdart
.' system eleptronicallydetects and locates supersonic projectiles passing overhead. The

LOCATION OF MISSES AND HITS
(LOMAH)

F

TARGET AND DETECTOR BAR ViDEO DISPLA V UNIT

,

Positioned at the base of a silhouette target (A) on a pop-up mechanism (B), the Superdart system's
detector bar (C) senses a supersonic projectile (D) passing overhead. The projectile's shockwave (E) is
triangulated from three sensors (F, G, & H), while a fourth sensor (I) helps to calculate projectile
velocity. Locations of hits and misses are presented on a video display unit at the firing point. Ricochet
hits and misses are detected if their velocities remain supersonic.

U.S. Army Research Institute 13



precise location of each projectile, whether a hit or a miss (up to
5m from the target), is then visually displayed to the shooter at the

firing point. Using Australian soldiers, ARI conducted an experimental
evaluation of the training effectiveness of the Superdart system, before such

technology was commercially available in the U.S.27 Soldiers receiving enhanced
feedback via the Superdart system achieved significantly higher levels of marksmanship
performance than soldiers receiving only the usual hit-miss feedback associated with
pop-up target engagement.

Subsequently, the U. S. Army equipped a field fire range at Fort Jackson with this
technology, where it has been used in the downrange feedback portion of BRM training.
At Fort Jackson, initial entry soldiers receive immediate feedback on their
marksmanship performance, without having to actually walk downrange. Over the
years, ARI has advocated this kind of technology to provide both students and
instructors with the precise and timely performance feedback necessary for the effective
acquisition of marksmanship skills. ARI has also recognized its value as a
measurement instrument for evaluating the performance of weapons, ammunition,
equipment, tactical employment techniques, and training strategies.

'fh:t't SlIp:M'dalt~ 81J3tem det&x:tor bait 3~
I

1Itns lbess 'of II pOp-'4J} targ:t'tlt.

,A soldier eng&ges UBlr'getsequipped 'with 1II11e

Superdarft pm,iectihJ !location system.

Weaponeer

The Weaponeer is the granddaddy of all rifle marksmanship simulators and it was
the first to be involved in ARI research. It is considered to be a full-task trainer, as it can
simulate the noise and recoil of firing. Although the original Weaponeer presented only
stationary targets, later models included moving targets as well. On its operator
console, a replay of up to three seconds of barrel movement before firing can be
displayed. This feature allows an instructor to diagnose errors in a soldier's application
of marksmanship fundamentals.

14



.
Early ARI research focused

on helping instructors diagnose
shooting errors using the replay
feature of the Weaponeer. A guide
for Weaponeer instructors was
developed from information and
data obtained through interviews,
field observation, and experimental
research.28 ARI research concluded

. theVVeaponeer could be used to
quickly and effectively diagnose

. shooting problems, though high
demand for the limited numbers of
Weaponeers purchased made them
impractical for widespread use in
the conduct of remedial training. At
that time, only nine simulated shots could be fired on a Weaponeer for each initial entry
soldier, given the number of soldiers to be trained and the number of simulators
available, Thus, ARI recommended its use as a diagnostic tool, but not as a substitute

. for any live firing. Later research with the Weaponeer examined moving target
engagement methods and the relationship between performance on the Weaponeer
and performance during actual rifle marksmanship qualification.'9.29

Multipurpose Arcade Combat Simulator

11<001.-
SIOU""01-.

tmt..bQ:

ARI began developing the Multipurpose Arcade Gombat Simulator (MAGS) in
1982, in the era of the first microcomputers. The key discovery in this development
process was that a light pen fitted with a converging lens system could be focused to
read the raster scan on a video monitor at distances from 4 to 20 ft. This led to the

realization that relatively
inexpensive trainers could be
designed for a variety of
weapon systems, by attaching
a light pen to a weapon and
then engaging microcomputer-
controlled targets on a video
monitor. In 1986 this training
concept was awarded a U.S.
patent. 30

U.S. Army Research Institute

.The very first MAGS
prototype for. M16A1 rifle
marksmanship training was
configured with a commercially
available' microcomputer, a
pair of external disk drives,

15



video monitor, light pen, and software developed by ARI.31
Corrective lenses were attached to the light pen, which was mounted

on a dummy rifle along with an electronic switch attached to the trigger.
Major features of early software included automatic zeroing, a variety of scaled

targets and backgrounds, an exercise to teach the effects of wind and gravity,
auditory and visual feedback on the location of hits and misses, and programs to
diagnose errors in marksmanship fundamentals.

16

Over 20 developmental hardware
tests, training and cost effectiveness
evaluations, and informal field investigations
were conducted during the 1980s.3 For
example, MACS was not only evaluated for
use in SRM, ARM, and unit rifle
marksmanship training programs, but its
application within U.S. Army ROTC, U.S.
Army National Guard, U.S. Navy, and U.S.
Air Force training programs was examined
as we11.3,32.33More experimentation has been
conducted with MACS than with most other
training devices and simulators for rifle
marksmanship training. Several consistent
trends from this body of research have been
found.3 In particular, MACS training
effectiveness appears to be highest for
those individuals having a low initial level of
ability. In addition, its overall usefulness
appears greatest in less extensive training
programs having limited training resources.
Finally, MACS usage is associated with
consistent reductions in the percentage of
shooters failing to achieve minimum
performance standards and with significant
reductions in remedial ammunition
expenditures during training.

Compared to other training devices
and simulators, MACS remains relatively
low in cost, partly from its use of off-the-
shelf hardware. The most recently
purchased systems have cost under $2,000
per copy.34 A second reason for its low cost
is that it doesn't simulate the noise and
recoil associated with firing live ammunition.
Thus, MACS is considered to be a part-task
trainer, well-suited for preparatory



, ,; .'"marksmanship and dry fire training applications, where levels
,'" ';;, otperformance 'fe~dback are typically low. 3 Consistent with

"

"

" reselirch findings, in the areas of classical conditioning and simulator~. .
-

).
.'

,
-. .

:
"

fidelity, subsequent experimentation found that MACS performance did not,
",ch~pge wher'1 a recoil, component was added to the system.35 This result

,::.,suggests 'the ',Ciccurate 'reproduction of recoil may be unnecessary in rifle
:.:;,':' marksmanship ,simulation, as long as live firing is a substantial part of the overall

,',

d

trailiiJjg strategy.35'

, ,

;: ' ,,',' ,;', Particularly noteworthy are the numerous instructional features embedded within
d'

"":"", MACS software.33.36.37 For instance, MACS software provides an initial skills test to
"', ~1~ctron!caHy zero'the system' and determine the most appropriate starting point for the..

"\soldi,er. There are nine distinct training levels, which vary in difficulty and the amount of
,
'

,,'perf.c>rmance fe;edback provided. Specific performance standards were established for
::;", each~level, suchthat soldiers do not automatically progress to more difficult tasks

.';,
'., ,witho.ut first 'demonstrating their mastery of more bClsic ones. Performance feedback is

<-',',::, richest at the lowest levels of difficulty, then gradually withdrawn as soldiers progress to
,

more difficult levels. ,Seyen major types of performance feedback are provided.

"

,,' A vadE3tyof other MACS software features are available to instructors, including
.'opti6nal wind effects, moving targets, a "call your shot" feature, and programs to check

:
' a soldier's understanding of sight alignment, aiming, and grouping techniques. Five

'"

"
.' generations of MACS software were developed in the 1980s. The last generation of

""': ',MACS sottWare has been translated into several programming languages to support

"
:.:tr~in.ingon. more contemporary hardware platforms. Currently, the Fielded Devices

Division of'theU.S. Army Training Support Center (Fort Eustis, VA) is developing a new
" version of the MACS system. It is called MACS 2000.

. .

Engagement Skills Trainer

U.S. Army Research Institute

Unlike Weaponeer or MACS,
the Engagement Skills Trainer (EST)
can accommodate the simultaneous
firing of up to 12 soldiers. Thus, it can
provide both individual rifle
marksmanship training and some
squad-level collective training. The
EST uses a combination of analog
and digital video, synchronized image

,: ,projection, laser hit detection, and
',:Jnicrocomputer technology to display a
: ,varietyoftarget arrays and courses of

;'
: fire 'on .an';8 ft high, ><:30 ft wide
,'screen:~ 'Like.the' Weaponeer, the
'EST is considered to be a full-task
trainer, simulating both recoil and
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sound. A new
version of the EST is

currently being developed
for the Army. It is called EST

2000 (ECC International, Corp.).

An investigation of an early
version of the EST concluded it could
effectively support defensive tactical
training if squads remain stationary.38 To
further explore its potential role in U.S.
Army National Guard training, ARI then
examined the relationship between EST
scores and annual rifle qualification
scores.39 Using one group of soldiers
whose EST scores and qualification
scores were measured within a 24-hour
period, a fairly close relationship was
found between the two measures. The
strength of this relationship enabled a
tool to be developed that can predict
qualification performance based on EST
scores. This prediction tool is shown in
Table 2.

Recently, software development
efforts have greatly extended the scope
of the prediction tool beyond the EST. It
can now calculate predictions for any
live-fire event based on scores from a
number of different training devices.
After downloading this software from
www.arLarmy.mil. trainers can now make
local predictions for first-run live-fire
events based on performance data they
obtain from their own ranges and
devices. ARI's prediction tool appears
particularly useful for identifying those
who are ready to qualify and those who
aren't.

EST-Based Tool for Predicting Soldier Probability of
Record FireQualificationat the Marksman (>23).

Sharpshooter (>30). and Expert (>36) Levels.

Predlcl8d Mean I'

Probability (%)of l/vH'lre Score
l/ve-FJre Score :!:23 ~ 30 ~ 36

.,' .

~;'::,:,:,:,:: "

,'. .:'..'
"'<

:.T :":

~,.".. ;:~';j
20 "-',
;-:



Laser Marksm~nship Training System

...'~
)~ ~~

-'
.11 .;f.

Iiiiiiiii --""-""'1'"""'"(

"
LMTS laser

transmitter with
attached mandrel.

"R~cently, ARI has examined the
potential r()le of the Laser Marksmanship

"Training System (LMTS) in providing rifle
marksmarishipsustainment training to U.S.
ArmyHeserve units at their home stations.4O
The majbr components of the LMTS are a
laser transmitter, the mandrel to which the
transmitter is attached, laser-sensitive
targets, and a laptop computer. Unlike the
Weaponeer, MACS, or ETS, soldiers use
theirassigned unit rifleswiththe LMTS. Each laser transmitterhas two distinct modes
of operation. In one mode, vibrations from a rifle's firing mechanism activate the
transmitter when dry firing. A laser-sensitive target then provides shot location
feedback. "Inanother mode, the transmitter emits a continuousbeam. Preciseaiming
point location feedback is then provided on a reflective version of the 25m zeroing
target.

LMTS electronic target.

U.S. Army Research Institute 19



At the request of the Army's proponent for rifle marksmanship
training (USAIS), ARI evaluated the effectiveness of LMTS for

conducting preparatory marksmanship training in the SRM program at
Fort Senning.4OThe LMTS was found to be highly effective for this purpose. In

addition, ARI has investigated the use of the LMTS in weapons zeroing and has
recently examined the relationship between LMTS performance and live-fire
qualification scores:1.42

ARl's software tool for predicting live-fire scores from training device scores has
been updated to include LMTS performance as a predictor. Due to indoor range
closures and the long distances that must be traveled to use outdoor range facilities,
the U. S. Army Reserve is hopeful LMTS training will prove to be an effective
substitute for some live-fire training.
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"A;:{;2~i:~;,"\::;[',hr~~19~()*<~a""anincreased emphasis on night operations within the Army. An

~7':~'~):';\im~gi~1p,a~>df thi.s,effbft'wclsresearchto improvethe dismountedsoldier's ability to see
}')::;£::}~ri~;:tiith~h1~t$a(riig~t;, TQday night equipment, including night vision goggles (NVGs),
<if:,,','"

:"

,t,
','"

;:;,f" ':::':, :',. -, ,,,:::,:;,
,',' ,'.

'~:'
. ...: '/:~:,', ',::" ",

,
.:" -:'-:', :::--

'"
';1:',I:~,:~~::,r~iroiJ1g!]jg,D.,!,~!~~,q t~~rmC:i[,Sigrts,' is becoming relatively common within the Infantry and

;;;"J;oj:;~L':,otrn'ef"brancHes:i~of]heArmy.:, ,Initially, ARI conducted research on aiming lights and
~,;:..,,\~,p,'N\?GS~4.~i~a(~r~."rri~rksmanship:training and performance with both aiming lights and

;;t~~~~~{~~!~:J~~ti~;:!J: ~~::i:::::::U:::;::
those research efforts.

,>::,~j;;~~:_;,c;,;cA,PQmmQnperceptior1aboutaiming lights is that all you need to do is point and
':';'rf<';-b~~,

".-'
,',

','
,,\' ",: ;' .

"':: ':',"~ :~\', ',:: ::, ..::
''''';'',:: ::':'

:,

" '"

.

,'::r;:'f";),sh9()r~ AI~,hq~gbairJ1,inglights,do provide a point and shoot capability, unless soldiers
'<':';'::,:~';'~r~~:Rrgp~i!y=t:r~in,~cf.;!!1°sflikely they will point and miss.

::,: ~?~,j;~',:;{> <S'i~':\'j,\::?' "',<;;i.;,!' ,,;: ",
' ,

' .

(:;;':~:':t:.;.J'~':T~e:$q~,iprn~nlThe' beams of the aiming lights we examinedare not visible to
;,'i',',;~;,;;tlj~:';~~L!!11~rl:~ye';tti~y,can,only be seen through NVGs or other image intensification W)
O;;:i"~':~;'?,t~~Y.i~,~~.'~}~i~jn~;)~r~:ets, requires' that both the aiming light and the NVGs be properly
;\i/.;:J::"~gjY$t~q.:';:;;'Gqn$~qq~ntly; ARI,' took a systems approach in evaluating training
,>""

"""''':'''''''''" "'''')''''

,', ,",
",.,'"

"C' ','"''

,

' ',u;i~:~,:;;;;.~t:::~;;!:~'~~!(~~~Qt~i..!9:~~in~,at'~pth. types ,of equipment.. Specifically, ARI. examin~d
:;:j;:<~C:;::~,'fi!!~rt:l?~IY'~i:me~n$J()r.,?9rTlJlve-flre zeroing and alternative means for effective dry-fire

',\;~',":;,.:~;': l~t§.i9~ :y¥it!"('~imibQJ'g.ht~<T~isresearch also determined th~ impact of NYG acuity on
;~';{;;~~'$;,,: rn~~I<SI'11@.n~~lpWlth'~umtng lights and compared the effectiveness of different fleld-
"',:~~~':~;'i'~}(p;'eqjenft~9hhjqu:esf9radju'sting the visual acuity of NVGs.

'~;l"1\i.\"i~~~a9~: NY~:~Od "itrl,n9 light technology have changed consid~rably since their
, ;~,S:"il'1itial'iptrd~pptiC1,l'lr:'[)urirlgthe period of our night fighting research in the 1990s, NVGs
':~'';;}')''\~;!p'rQ~rr~s~~dfr9rt}'~he'~~IPMS-5 binocular model with second-generation 12technology,

'"',';'.;:~:~;;t~l~e:Af'JIPY~-77'tYB.het.id-mQunted biocular models with third-generation technology, to
:,> .::"~~;:;:the 'Current heln'1et~mounted

.
AN/PVS-7D biocular and AN/PVS-14 monocular models

,;"/:;'.'j?;"}'witt'l::"imRrdve~'ttiir,d;-genf3rationt~chnology.44The end result of this NVG evolution has
'~,.'0:Z':'J,P~~t1~lig"ter,gpggle, one that is more comfortable to wear, and .one that provides a

,:)~,:.~(,~,;,{,q~~e,r'}rn~~~:ut1c;t~(poor lightcbnditions.' All soldiers used either the 7Bs or the 14s in
:>':1~,~1~h'l~e$earch:

,.. '...
,,'.,
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"
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, ,

,,"

"

"
,>,'X;:;;;;"','r;::AimingJightsha"e}al~o'impr()ved, from,the AN/PAC-4A,to ,the AN/PAC-4B, and

," :{,'rnosfre'cently,to the AN/PAC-4C" and Af\J/PEQ-2jF Newerrnodel$have incorporated
":' ':;sfeady: beams instead ;6fpuls'afing beams. .,' Th€3ir effectiv~ ranges have also increased

",'frOm':jS()mto 3d6m~nd b~yond,dapending()n ar11bi.~r1t.liQ"{9qndlti{>nsat night. The
," AN/PEQw2A has' the added feature of an' illuminator. 'ARI conducted research with each
of these aiming lights during the 1990s.
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Initial ARI Research. As aiming lights were being
introduced to units, increasing attention was given to the difficulty

in zeroing them to weapons, a problem identified in initial Army tests.
The basic problem with traditional 25m live-fire zeroing procedures is that

the beam of an aiming light "blooms" when viewed through NVGs. Because this
"bloom" covers up the silhouette in the center of the 25m target, a precise point of

aim is almost impossible to achieve when zeroing. To help solve this serious problem,
ARI investigated variations to existing 25m zeroing procedures, as well as dry-fire
zeroing alternatives.43

22

ARI 25m Zeroing Target for Aiming Lights.

The solution to the 25m zero
problem was to provide a target that
allowed the soldier to obtain a
definitive point of aim. The technique
that worked the best was to attach the
zero target to the tan side of an E-
silhouette and use two strips of black
tape to divide the silhouette in half
vertically and horizontally. Typically,
the best lighting condition was
achieved by illuminating the target with
a standard Army flashlight, which
diffused the bloom or halo of the
aiming light. When zeroing, the aiming
light was aligned with the target so it
fell at the perceived intersection of the
vertical and horizontal lines formed by
the black tape. The effectiveness of
this technique was confirmed by firing
at targets from 50 to 300m on a range
equipped with projectile location
technology (see Chapter 2).

In later work by the Army, it was
found that a 3cm hole in the center of
the zero target was also effective.
When soldiers aligned their aiming
lights with the 3cm hole, the bloom
disappeared, indicating they were
aiming at the silhouette's center of
mass.

ARI also explored various dry-
fire procedures as potential substitutes
for live 25m zeroing. The goal was to
develop a procedure that would help



soldiersachiev~a satisfactory hit probability in emergency
'. deployment shuations without having to zero with live

anirnl.mitipn: "ARI'also \A{anteda procedure that, when used prior to live
zeiding,WQuld help more~oldiers hit the 25m zeroing target with their initial
Tounds.Th'e d~ta showed that when soldiers used a "mechanical zero" setting,

,~" ro~ny,failed',tQgattheirinitial shot group on the 25m zero target. Thus, it was
" imp6~siblefor therr{tpknow what directional adjustments to make.

. )',ARI'srecommended dry-fire technique was essentially the reverse of live 25m
. 'zeroing proced~re:s~" A soldier aimed constantly at the center of a target using iron

;, ..'sightsas during daylight.
.

A buddy wearing NVGs then adjusted the aiming light so the
.'.

;
. ,beam, hit ap(edetermined point on the target. To support this procedure, ARI

.~
d~velppedspeciar targets allowing the soldier to get a precise point of aim and the
puddyto determina exactly where the aiming light's beam should fall.

-': :~: .~>:. : '.
' ..:,'

.:

A soldier atF'ortlJragg engages a silhouette target using an aiming light and NVGs.

. ,Since 1995, the Army has used a dry-fire procedure as the preferred method of
zeroing aiming lights~ This procedure involves the use of a borelight that works with all
small arms. A series

.

of offset targets has been developed by the Army to
accor.nmodate Jhe various weapon-device combinations currently in the field. ARI

'.
worked extensively with this borelight in during subsequent training assessment
research. . ..

'. .

The other aspect of the initial work with aiming lights . involved the other key
component of the system, namely the NVGs. . If you can't se,e.a target or the target is
not clearly defined, an aiming light does not help. Targetdatection isafunction of NVG
technology and how well soldiers adjust or fine-tune their NVGs. . The quality of the
image seen is affected by the adjustments made to 'the goggles. When you hear the

U.S. Army Research Institute 23
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phrase "I can't see anything with these goggles," you know
that soldier does not know how to adjust them properly.

The aviation communities within the Army, Navy and Air Force use indoor
"test lanes" or special pieces of equipment to obtain good visual acuity with NVGs.

Such equipment and facilities are unavailable to soldiers in the field. ARt compared
objects typically found in a field environment to determine which provided the best
visual acuity readings for soldiers.4546 Objects such as a vehicle, a light trail against a
dark background, or a star worked best. These high-contrast objects better enabled
soldiers to know when a NVG image was the sharpest that could be attained.

To determine the effects of NVG visual acuity on marksmanship with aiming
lights, soldiers fired their NVGs with both good and poor visual acuity settings.43 With
good visual acuity settings, the hit probability was significantly higher than with poor
visual acuity settings. A continuing training problem with NVGs is to provide an
objective means for the soldier to determine when he has the best possible visual acuity
(diopter) setting on his NVGs.

Training Assessments. ARl's most recent work with aiming lights and NVGs
has been in the context of assessing training on government furnished equipment for
platoons soon to be equipped with the Land Warrior system.

47 The AN/PVS-7B and
AN/PVS-14 NVGs, and PAQ-4C and PEQ-2A aiming lights were used, as well as a
borelight to "zero" the aiming lights. Three assessments were done over a two-year
period. Boresighting aiming lights was found to work, when soldiers achieve a good
boresight, adjust their NVGs properly, and use a stable firing position. More effective
boresighting techniques evolved with each assessment (e.g., how to best stabilize the
weapon, which boresight offset targets work best, and which procedures reduce overall
boresighting time).

As our training assessments were being conducted, the USAIS was developing
qualification standards for aiming lights. The goal was to have the night standard be the
same as the day standard. However, it is well known that targets are difficult to detect
with NVGs under poor ambient light. Some range configurations were found to produce
very little target contrast, consequently lowering markmanship performance. ARl's
training assessment results ultimately impacted the proposed qualification scenario
developed for use with aiming lights and NVGs. In particular, the Army modified its
qualification scenario and night performance standard to be more consistent with NVG
capabilities, range configurations, and the ambient light conditions under which
qualification firing would most likely be conducted.

Shooting with Thermal Sights

Thermal sights are not new to the Infantry, being integral to antitank weapons and
the Bradley Fighting Vehicle. But they are new to most Light Weapons Infantrymen.
These soldiers must now be taught how to make all the necessary adjustments to their



.. thermal sights. In contrast to using aiming lights, targets
:}:equipped with thermal blankets are much easier to detect with

..th~rrpal siQhts.
..

ARI training assessments
conducted with thermal sights involved
the use of a borelight to boresight the
thermal weapon sight (TWS) to a rifle,
followed by live 25m zeroing.47 If
boresight procedures were done
correctly, the TWS was properly
adjusted, and the soldier was a good
marksman, few shot groups were
required to achieve zero. It was
noteworthy that the probability of hit
achieved with the TWS on the rifle
qualification course at night was very
similar to that achieved by the Close
Combat Optic (CCO) during the day.

Soldier and Trainer Issues

The ARI training assessments
were the first time four different aiming
or optical devices, plus the borelight,
had been trained simultaneously with
the same soldiers.47 Prior to that time,
each device had been examined
independently. Two major lessons

.. ... .. emergedfrom these assessments. One
. lessoil was that inconsistency in device design for windage and elevation adjustments
...created confusion for the soldier, led to errors, inefficient training, and wasted
..
ammunition. The other lesson was that the diagnosis of shooting problems has become

.more complex for soldiers and trainers, because the number of potential causes for
. problem~ has increased almost exponentially.

..ASilhouet(etargefequipped with a thermal
..

"
.. .. bJanket, as seen,by a thermal camera.

.. With respect to their design, each device has adjusters or knobs that provide for
'C' .:windageandelevation adjustments. For example, if bullets are hitting high on the 25m

zeroing target, an elevation knob on each device must be turned a particular amount
. (Le., "clicks") and direction (Le., clockwise or counterclockwise) so subsequent rounds

. will hit .lower and closer to the target's center of mass~.. Unfortunatelyfor trainers and
users;, the devices were not designed to accomplish these adjustl1lents in the same
manner. In addition, soldiers are faced with two 25m zero targets, one for the M16A2
rifle and one for the M4carbine. However, these targets are not identical, with grid
squares on the M4 target being larger than grid squares on the M16A2 target. Soldiers
must also remember the amount of movement a "click" produces at a boresight distance
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Direction of Movement with Amount of Zero Target Square
CW Turn of Adiuster Movement of Covered with 1 "Click"

System Barrel/Rounds M16A2 Zero M4 Zero
at 25m w Target Target
1 "Click" "Square" "Square"

Windaae Elevation (10x9mm\ (14x13mm)

PAC-4C t 10 mm 100% 71%
Leftside of ... E3 EJM4

PEQ-2A ... tAimpoint 10 mm 100% 71%
Left side of
M4

PEQ-2A ... tIlluminator 10 mm 100% 71%
Leftside of
M4

CCO ... t 4mm 40% 28%

Right or left Up or down
TWS Medium push of 4-sided push of 4- 12.5 mm 125% 89%
WFOV switch. sided switch.

Right or left Up or down
TWS Medium push of 4-sided push of 4- 7.5mm 75% 54%
NFOV switch. sided switch.
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of 10m. It was not surprising that soldiers had trouble
remembering which adjustments went with which device and what

adjustments should be made when zeroing and boresighting. A
summary of these device design differences is shown in Table 3.

Table 3
System Adjustments for Windage, Elevation, and Distance During Zeroing and

Boresighting

Note. CW stands for clockwise. Distances given for zeroing at 25m. Boresight distances
at 10m would be proportionately smaller. The amount of movement within a square is
illustrated only for the PAC-4C. For the borelight, a clockwise turn moves the barrel to
the right and up.



,,' ,<,When: solc:iiers miss targets with iron sights, the
",,';, ,~'im.niediate reaction of a trainer is to check their application of the

four Qlarksmanship fund?mentals (see Chapter 1). With the advent of
~irnidg dE;)'(~ces,optics, and borelights to the world of small arms, there are
manY mor~ potential reasons why a soldier could be missing targets. The common

;, cpreOf probable,causes has expanded beyond just the four fundamentals, and there is,
no~a.'unique setqf possible causes associated with each device. Trainers need to ask
a hdst'Qfdiagnostic questions to determine why soldiers are missing targets. To

, ..:~ffectiveJY diagnose shooting problems, soldiers, trainers, and leaders must now fully

"

',: 'Unqerstand each tS9hnology,how to use each device, and the complete collection of
steps and procedures that result in effective rifle marksmanship performance, both

, dyring the day and at night.
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New Systems Training

Scheduled for initial fielding in 2007, the Objective Individual Combat
Weapon (OICW) could radically affect the development of future doctrine and

training within active Infantry units and Infantry OSUT. Simply stated, the OICW
combines a 5.56mm carbine and a 20mm weapon that fires air-bursting fragmentation
rounds, delivered using a complex fire control system.48.49.50 This fire control system
incorporates a laser range finder and ballistic computer to calculate the range to a target
and to transfer targeting data to the electronic fuse built into the 20mm round. In
addition, the OICW's sighting system will have a video tracking capability for moving
targets and a thermal module for night operations.

Although the OICW may eventually reduce the need to train selected ARM, M203
grenade launcher, and M249 squad automatic weapon tasks, the overall training
resource burden associated with OICW fielding will be high, at least initially. Due to the
greater relative costs of its 20mm ammunition, simulation will likely have an even more
important role in the OICW's overall training strategy than it has in current small arms
training.5O Developing effective and affordable systems for marksmanship simulation
and tactical engagement simulation will be a challenge. Further, procedural tasks
appear more complex in the
OICW than in current weapon
systems. Overall, OICW tasks
appear to be more cognitive and
less psychomotor in nature, with
numerous situational (if-then)
contingencies. The amount of
training needed to rapidly
execute such tasks under
conditions of extreme stress
may be much greater than
presently realized.

Simulation Training Strategy

'~.U""

1(..

i'

.
i-.

Objective Individual Combat Weapon.

Three new or upgraded marksmanship training devices are expected to be
introduced within the near future. These devices are the MACS 2000, EST 2000, and
LMTS (see Chapter 2). Each has its own unique set of advantages within an overall
training program. Though a part-task trainer, MACS probably has the best instructional
design features and doesn't require the constant presence of an instructor. EST
provides training on the widest range of marksmanship tasks, including collective ones.
Finally, the LMTS appears well-suited to provide preparatory marksmanship training on
a relatively large scale. Despite everyone's best intentions, the introduction of any new
training device is almost always accompanied by problems like software errors, lack of
trainer familiarity, and initial uncertainty about the best way to incorporate its use within
an existing training program. Focusing on issues such as these in the latter stages of
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A soldier prepares to engage virtual targets in the
Soldier Visualization Station.

train,ing d.e~ice evaluation can help to minimize the
,,::'-inevitableperiOd?fa.dj~strrent after fielding.
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